We study intersecting D6-branes in Calabi-Yau manifolds that are smooth hypersurfaces in weighted projective spaces. We develop the techniques for calculating intersection numbers between special Lagrangian sub-manifolds defined as fixed loci of anti-holomorphic involutions. We present global Pati-Salam and MSSM-like models that are supersymmetric up to a decoupled hidden sector. *
Introduction
String theory model building is an important part of string phenomenology. One sector where realistic chiral gauge theories can be constructed is intersecting D6-branes in type IIA string theory [1] . For a review on the subject see [2] . The vast majority of work so far has studied intersecting branes on orbifolds of tori. These are in many ways the simplest Calabi-Yau (CY) manifolds but form only a very small group out of the known set of CY manifolds. 1 In this paper we develop further type IIA model building with intersecting D6-branes on a larger group of CY manifolds that is composed of smooth hypersurfaces in possibly weighted projective spaces. These are spanned by the complete intersection CYs (CICYs) (of which there are 7890 [5] ) and by one Kahler parameter hypersurfaces in weighted projective spaces (of which there are 3 [6] ).
In order to preserve supersymmetry the space-filling D6-branes must wrap special Lagrangian sub-manifolds of the CY [7] . Therefore model building amounts to identifying a set of special Lagrangian sub-manifolds and calculating their intersections. In [8] a systematic construction of special Lagrangians and their intersections was performed for the quintic . The model building application for that case were studied in [9, 10] where it was shown that a chiral and gauge spectrum of exactly the standard model can be obtained. This is a promising result given only a single case has been analyzed. The major problem with the quintic constructions however is that it was not possible to have a chiral spectrum and preserve supersymmetry simultaneously since any special Lagrangian sub-manifolds that shared a calibration did not intersect. In this paper we study intersecting brane model building on other CY manifolds and show that these do have sets of special Lagrangian sub-manifolds that share a calibration and have net intersection number. This opens up the possibility of supersymmetric model building which forms our aim. Since just the CICYs number in the thousands a classification of realistic models on all the manifolds is beyond the scope of this work. Rather we set out to develop the tools needed to study any chosen manifold and only study explicit models for the most promising cases.
An important distinction within intersecting brane model building (in type IIA or IIB) is between local and global models. Local models are studied within a local non-compact geometry without an explicit embedding into a compact manifold. Within type IIA this has been studied in [11] . 2 Global models are studied on the full compact geometry. Both have advantages and disadvantages. Within this classification the models in this paper are global. Therefore they should enjoy the advantages of being closer to global issues such as tadpole cancellation, supersymmetry breaking and moduli stabilisation. However it turns out that for the explicit cases studied the special Lagrangian set does not span the full homology of the manifold. This means that practically these models behave much like local models: there is always a sector which needs to be added to ensure tadpoles are satisfied and U (1)s are massless which is not explicitly known. This then brings with it some of the disadvantages of local models such as lack of control over supersymmetry breaking in the hidden sector. It is important to state that this 'locality' is not a property of the methodology but rather of the geometry of the particular cases studied. Different CYs can avoid this issue (indeed the quintic does avoid this problem but is faced with the supersymmetry problem). More details on this issue are given in the main body of the paper but it is important enough to state from the offset.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we show how to identify special Lagrangian sub-manifolds using anti-holomorphic involution symmetries of the CY. In section 3 we show how to calculate their intersections. In section 4 we discuss how the geometry of the previous sections applies to intersecting brane model building. In section 5 we present some two example models that are a supersymmetric Pati-Salam model and an MSSM-like model (with chiral exotics). In appendices A and B we calculate some intersection numbers and present an example calculation. In appendix C we present some more example models.
Identifying special Lagrangian submanifolds
In this section we study a way special Lagrangian submanifolds can be identified within CY manifolds. We use this method in all our constructions. The CY manifolds that we consider are given by a number of holomorphic polynomial equations within complex projective spaces. We only study smooth manifolds. Many smooth CYs can be constructed by blowing up singular hypersurfaces within weighted projective spaces. We do not include these in our analysis and only consider hypersurfaces that are smooth. This drastically cuts down the number of candidate manifolds. We leave a study of the 'singular' manifolds for future work.
The manifolds that we consider are the set of Complete Intersection CYs (CICYs) that are hypersurfaces within a product of ordinary projective spaces and the three smooth cases of hypersurfaces within weighted projective spaces. There are 7890 CICYs which were constructed in [5] and they are all smooth. CYs as blow-ups of hypersurfaces in weighted projective spaces were constructed in [6] . Weighted projective spaces are always singular (with the exception of the trivial case of all weights equal). However the dimension of the singularity is given by the number of weights that share common factors. Therefore weighted projective spaces with co-prime weights only have point singularities. Of the 7555 cases constructed in [6] only 120 have co-prime weights. Of these the hypersurface will miss these singularities, and so the CY will be smooth, if and only if the polynomial is of Fermat type which means that each weight must divide the sum of the weights. This leaves three (plus the quintic) cases which we list in table 1. Note that we have picked a point in moduli space where all the monomials vanish and only the defining polynomial remains. 3 The question of whether this is a dynamically preferred point in moduli space is beyond the scope of this paper.
Throughout this section we denote the vanishing polynomials that define the CY hypersurface within the ambient space as P A (z) where z are the coordinates on the ambient space and the index A runs over the number of polynomials.
Throughout this section we keep the formulas as general as possible. In appendix B we go through an explicit example computation of an intersection between two special Lagrangians in weighted projective space which serves as a clarifying example for the general techniques outlined in this section.
Special Lagrangians from isometric anti-holomorphic involutions
For a mathematical review of special Lagrangian manifolds see [14] . If we have a CY manifold M with a metric g, and Kahler form J and a holomorphic three-form Ω, then a special Lagrangian sub-manifold is a three-dimensional sub-manifold Π such that when J and Ω are pulled back to it they satisfy Im e
for some angle θ Π that is associated with Π. Special Lagrangian manifolds are volume minimising in their homology class and are calibrated so that their volume form ǫ Π is given by
Special Lagrangians are not classified topologically and a given homology class can contain any number of Special Lagrangian manifolds which makes them difficult to study in the case of CYs where we lack an explicit metric. However there is a well known way to construct them as follows. Consider an isometric anti-holomorphic involution σ acting on the CY. This acts as
This follows since the anti-holomorphic property implies σ(I) = −I, where I is the complexstructure, and the isometric property is σ(g) = g with g the metric. The Kahler form is J = Ig.
There is a possible rotation of Ω since g only defines Ω up to a phase which corresponds to Kahler transformations. So the fixed locus of σ is a special Lagrangian sub-manifold. Such involutions can be explicitly found given a CY polynomial. Indeed any symmetry of the coordinates of the CY combined with complex-conjugation will form an anti-holomorphic (but not necessary isometric) involution as long as
which translates to a condition on the values of the complex-structure moduli being real 4 .
A generic anti-holomorphic involution will not be isometric. However we now show that given a set of holomorphic transformations that form a finite representation of some symmetry group (in our case this will be rotations and permutations of the ambient space co-ordinates) it is always possible to go to a point in Kahler moduli space, within the Kahler cone, where for each holomorphic transformation there is a corresponding isometric anti-holomorphic involution.
We consider a CY manifold M with metric g, complex structure I and Kahler form J. The requirement of a positive definite metric is equivalent to having the Kahler form inside the Kahler cone and can be written as
where v is any vector v ∈ T M . Consider the action of an anti-holomorphic involution symmetry σ * of M (for example complex conjugation). The constraint (2.5) implies
So −σ * (J) is also a Kahler form within the Kahler cone and so iŝ
Given a set of holomorphic symmetries of M denoted by a finite representation g I where I runs over the elements. We have in mind here rotations and permutations of the co-ordinates. Then we have that σ
Now define also anti-holomorphic elementsg I = σ * g I and consider the form 9) which also lies inside the Kahler cone by a similar argument to (2.6). Theñ 10) where the sum over I runs over all the elements. Then choosing the Kahler form to beJ implies that all the anti-holomorphic involutionsg I are also isometric. ChoosingJ can be thought of as taking anti-symmetric combinations of the Kahler form so as to project out the even, under any of the involutions, elements of h (1, 1) . Physically it is like setting the sizes of some cycles to be equal. We do not address in this paper the question of moduli stabilisation with respect to pickingJ.
We have now shown that a collection of anti-holomorphic involution symmetries of a CY manifold allows us to identify a set of special Lagrangian submanifolds. In this paper the antiholomorphic involutions we use are rotations combined with complex conjugation. It is also possible to use permutations of co-ordinates combined with complex conjugation but we leave this for future study [15] .
Anti-holomorphic involutions from rotations
Consider the following anti-holomorphic involution
Here the rotation angles ω i are roots of unity that are symmetries of the CY by themselves
So for the quintic they would be fifth roots of unity. The fixed points locus of this involution is
These equations should be thought of as equations on equivalence classes of the homogeneous co-ordinates [z i ]. So sets of angles related by an overall weighted rotation are equivalent 5 . These equations define a Special Lagrangian sub-manifold of the CY. Explicitly, on a CY, Ω takes the form of the residue of the integral of
around the K circles enclosing the loci P A = 0. Then under σ it transforms as (2.3) with
The set of rotations {ω i } define the special Lagrangian but they do not fix its orientation. This is because the volume form (2.2) involves a square-root which leaves a sign ambiguity. Since the orientation of the cycle is important for our purposes it is more useful to think of a set of rotation angles as leading to two distinct cycles that are the two orientations. We therefore fix the orientation by taking the convention that the square-roots of the rotation angles are taken in the principle branch and we treat the two orientations as two separate cycles. So a special Lagrangian cycle is denoted as 16) with p = ±1 denoting the orientation. Note that the transformation ω i → ω i e 2πin i can change the square-root branches and so we must also transform p → p Π i (−1) n i . 6 We can be more specific by restricting to Fermat CY manifolds, which form the bulk of the examples studied in this paper. We can write the defining polynomial as
17) 5 We also have the symmetries of the CY zi → ωizi which relate σ (zi) =ωizi and σ
izi. This does not mean that the configurations are equivalent just that they are the same manifold rotated. This rotation is non-trivial once more than one such manifold is considered. 6 In [8] the issue of the orientation did not arise because the anti-holomorphic involutions studied were of the form σ (ωizi) = (ωizi) which are squares of the involutions we consider. In the case of the quintic the squares of the fifth roots of unity and the fifth roots of unity are related by 2π transformations and so these involutions covered the full spectrum of special Lagrangians. However for the other CY cases studied in this paper this is not the case. 
. We also denote the d th root of unity 19) so that the rotation angle symmetries are ω i = α w i k i where k i = 0, ..., h i . We can keep track of the cycle orientation by always writing
This means that if we were to send ω i → ω i e 2πin i then m i would not be within the range {0, d} and so in order to stick to the notation of (2.20) we need to send m i → m i − n i d and the
The η 0 i are coordinate choices but they are useful tools for keeping track of supersymmetry as discussed in section 4.2. The special Lagrangian is given by equations (2.13) which can be written as a submanifold [8] . If all the powers are even, which in this paper occurs for the case CP 4 [4,1,1,1,1] the topology depends on the ηs and is given in [16] . Note that with the exception of a single case on CP 4 [4,1,1,1,1] , discussed in [16] , where the topology is S 1 × S 2 /Z 2 , the Special Lagrangians are all rigid.
Summing over patches and angles
The equations defining the special Lagrangian submanifolds (2.13) are given in terms of homogeneous co-ordinates. In practical calculations it is useful to work patch-wise with affine co-ordinates. This is particularly important when counting intersections between cycles as we discuss in section 3. Fixing the homogeneity differs for normal projective spaces and weighted projective spaces. We consider the normal case first.
The way we choose to work on patches is to use the homogeneous rescaling parameter to fix one of the homogeneous co-ordinates, say z jp , to unity. We label the patch by the choice of the co-ordinate, so that on the patch P jp we choose λ = z −1 jp and work with the affine coordinates
so that x jp = 1. This is only possible in a patch where z jp = 0 and so we have to sum over all the z jp s in order to cover the whole manifold. It is important in order not to over count intersections that the patches do not overlap and so we use the following scheme. Consider a single homogeneous space CP n . It is spanned by homogeneous co-ordinates
Then we start from the patch
This covers the manifold apart from a CP n−1 spanned by
Now we want to study this patch so we consider the patch
This will cover the rest of the manifold except a CP n−2 spanned by
This is then repeated until all the patches are covered.
We note that Identifying the special Lagrangian sub-manifold by the rotation angles as in (2.16) carries a redundancy since two different rotation angle sets that are related by a rotation of all the angles, which is a subset of the complex homogeneous co-ordinate rescaling of the ambient space, should be identified
Choosing a patch picks out one representative (which one is our choice) of this equivalence class since we fix λ. Here the orientation changes according to which branch the angles are in. There are two effects that must be considered here. First the rotations give p ′ = p (−1) n from changing the orientation e iθ → e iθ+2πin . Also the ω i are always in the primary branch, as in (2.20), but rotating them with the α n can take them to a different branch which we then must undo by rotation the angle by 2π which gives another minus sign for each such angle.
The case where the ambient space is a weighted projective space is more complicated. Now fixing λ carries a remaining symmetry. A useful way to think about this is to think of a weighted projective space with weights w i as an orbifold of a normal projective space
The simple argument to show this can be found in [17] for example. It states that we can map
i . This is bijective if identify t i ∼ α i t i where α i is the w i th root of unity. This orbifolding manifests itself locally patchwise; in order to work on a patch P jp we should take
where α jp is a w jp th root of unity and k jp is a free integer ranging up to w jp . So now fixing the patch still leaves a Z w jp rotation freedom in the affine coordinates
This can be thought of as a local orbifold. To take this into account, when we work on a patch we need to sum over the k jp s so that on a given patch P jp the cycle is given by the sum over sets of rotation angles
To sum over the patches we can still use the technique outlined in (2.23)-(2.28) as long as the CY manifold is smooth which means that the singularities of the ambient space do not affect the intersections.
It is important to note that the constraint Im ξ i = 0 on the homogeneous co-ordinates does not imply the same for the affine coordinates. From (2.32) we see that Im x i need not vanish. On patch P jp the x i take values in R × exp and so we are left with
This is important in counting solutions as in section 3.
Counting special Lagrangian submanifolds
We are interested in finding substantial sets of special Lagrangian submanifolds of explicit CY examples. In this paper we restrict ourselves to smooth CYs (which do not require singularity blow-ups), which include all the complete intersection CYs in (products of) normal projective spaces and the weighted projective spaces cases in table 1. We also restrict to special Lagrangians that are fixed points of rotations only and leave permutations for future work [15] . The method of identifying special Lagrangian submanifolds discussed in the previous sections requires identifying rotation symmetries of the CY. Finding a large set of these is easiest in the case of weighted projective spaces and so we will primarily restrict ourselves to those cases. The symmetries can easily be read off the explicit polynomial forms chosen in fact that they all preserve the same supersymmetry. In constructing models we only use members of this set. 7 In table 1 we also include the Hodge numbers of the manifolds, which were calculated in [19] , and the rank of the intersection matrix of the special Lagrangians which can be calculated using the techniques of section 3. Note that the rank of the intersection matrix is smaller than b 3 for all the cases apart from the quintic. This means that the set of special Lagrangian manifolds do not span the full homology of the manifold.
Intersecting special Lagrangian submanifolds
In model building, the chiral spectrum is determined by the intersection numbers of the cycles wrapped by the branes [1] . In this section we study counting intersections between pairs of special Lagrangian submanifolds that are constructed using the methods of section 2. We denote an intersection supersymmetric if the two special Lagrangian submanifolds are calibrated with the same angle. Given two distinct special Lagrangian submanifolds they can intersect on loci of dimensions zero, one or two. In section 3.1 we consider point intersection an discuss higher dimensional intersection in section 3.2 and appendix A. In appendix B we present an explicit computation of intersections between two special Lagrangian manifolds which serves as a clarifying example.
Point intersections
The counting of point intersections of two special Lagrangians corresponds to simply counting common solutions to their defining equations. There is also a sign associated to the orientation of each intersection which we return to soon. Consider two special Lagrangians denoted by
We can always redefine our co-ordinates z ′ i = ω ′ i z i and pick the relative orientation so that solving for the intersections is the same as solving the system
where ω i =ω iω ′ i . Note that here we are calculating Π 1 · Π 2 and so we perform the co-ordinate change so that Π 1 → {1} + . If we were calculating Π 2 · Π 1 we would perform a co-ordinate 7 Of course we could have chosen a different, non-vanishing, angle to pick out a different supersymmetric set. This would correspond to different choices for the η change so that Π 2 → {1} + which would give the opposite intersection number. Recall that we keep track of the cycle orientation by always writing the rotation angles in the primary patch as in (2.20) . If we write ω
then the orientation p is calculated as
where
The point intersections are given by the number of point solutions to the set of equations
Equations (3.7) and (3.8) imply that if ω i = 1 then z i = 0. Else the equations are equivalent and the real part of z i is unconstrained. From here on when we refer to a rotation we consider only non trivial ones ω i = 1. Imposing (3.7) and (3.8) implies that (3.5) and (3.6) are equivalent. Then point intersections can only occur when Π 2 has three non-trivial rotation angles, which will set the three rotated co-ordinates to zero. The intersection number is then given by the number of distinct solutions to the remaining equation (3.5) . This is a local intersection number I
since it depends on the ω i which depend on the patch.
The sign of the local intersection can be computed as the sign between the orientation of the CY manifold and the orientation induced by the tangent bundles of the two special Lagrangian submanifolds. This sign is given by
The division just means take out the volume form from both numerator and denominator. There is an overall sign ambiguity which would flip the sign of all the intersections that is just equivalent to what we call left handed or right handed. The important thing is the dependence of the data of the individual cycles which is their specified rotation angles and orientations p 1 and p 2 . For the intersection (3.2) this reads
since the rotation angles are all in the primary branch.
The global total intersection number corresponds to summing over the rotation angles and patches as described in section 2.3 so as to cover the full cycle. So summing over the rotation angle sets gives the intersection number for that patch
where P jp denotes the patch where x jp = 1 and we recall that α jp is the w jp th root of unity and k jp is a free integer ranging up to w jp . The total intersection number is given by summing over the patches
(3.12)
Intersections on curves and surfaces
Two special Lagrangian submanifolds can also intersect on loci of dimensions one (curves) and two (surfaces). There is still a relevant intersection number associated with these cases that is the self-intersection of the intersection locus. To calculate this we need to know the topology of the intersection locus which in turn depends on the explicit form of the polynomials defining the special Lagrangians. Therefore this essentially needs to be done on a case-by-case basis. In appendix A we perform this analysis for the three weighted projective spaces in table 1.
There is an important general property of surface intersections: two special Lagrangians that are calibrated by the same phase never intersect on a surface. This follows simply from the fact that such an intersection requires the two special Lagrangians to have only one rotation angle different which means they can not be calibrated by the same angle. This implies that in supersymmetric model building, where all the branes are wrapping cycles with the same calibration phase, surface intersections do not play a role in the matter spectrum calculation. For this reason their discussion has been relegated to the appendix. Surface intersections are nonetheless important for calculating the rank of the intersection matrix of the full special Lagrangian set as displayed in table 1. This, in turn, is important to know for addressing homological issues such as tadpole cancellation for which the special Lagrangian set needs to span the full homology of the manifold. Therefore they still play a role (though in the examples studied a minor one since the special Lagrangians do not span the full homology).
The only closed one-dimensional manifold is the circle which has vanishing self intersection. Therefore curve intersections are always vanishing.
Intersecting Branes
So far our discussion has concentrated on the geometry of special Lagrangian submanifolds. In this section we discuss the physics associated to wrapping D6-branes and O6-planes on these submanifolds. This is largely a review and the results used are well documented in the literature [2] and so we will be brief and simply state them. The main aim of this section is to formulate the conditions in a form that is suitable for use in section 5 where we study explicit models.
Throughout this section we use three types of branes that can appear in a given model. The set {visible} corresponds to branes whose gauge group is part of the gauge group that forms the visible sector gauge group. The set {exotic} corresponds to branes whose gauge group is not part of the visible gauge group but are needed in order to cancel tadpoles. In a given model we specify these two sectors explicitly. Finally the set {hidden} corresponds to branes that are needed for consistency conditions such as tadpoles or for a massless U (1) for which we can not identify the appropriate special Lagrangian to wrap. In analogy to local models these type of branes can be thought of as bulk branes.
Supersymmetry
Branes and orientifold planes wrapping Special Lagrangian submanifolds preserve half the supersymmetry of the background CY and the angle θ Π gives the linear combination of the supersymmetry spinors that is preserved [7] . In order to preserve this remaining N = 1 supersymmetry completely all branes and orientifold planes must be calibrated with the same angle, if any branes are calibrated with a different angle supersymmetry is completely broken. However the phenomenology of supersymmetry breaking depends strongly on which branes are non-supersymmetric. If the branes that give rise to the visible sector break supersymmetry then the visible scale of supersymmetry breaking is the string scale and this is only compatible with a solution to the hierarchy problem if the string scale is near the TeV scale. Unfortunately in the case of the quintic this is the only possibility as special Lagrangians that are calibrated with the same angle do not intersect [9] . Perhaps a more attractive possibility, and one that we restrict to in this paper, is having the supersymmetry breaking sector decoupled from the visible sector. This means that branes that break supersymmetry do not intersect the visible sector (at least no net intersection number). Supersymmetry breaking is then mediated gravitationally and potentially also through gauge mediation. In this case the scale of visible supersymmetry breaking is not tied to the string scale but rather fixed dynamically and is a question of moduli stabilisation. So to summarise, the models we consider are ones where supersymmetry is preserved by the visible sector and is possibly broken by a hidden sector that does not intersect the visible one.
Orientifolds
All the models we study contain orientifold planes which are important for model building and tadpole cancellation purposes. These are O6 planes wrapping special Lagrangian submanifolds that are fixed loci of a singled-out anti-holomorphic isometric involution. The orientifolds wrap all the fixed loci of this involution. In all our examples we choose this involution to be simply complex-conjugation. Then the orientifold wraps the cycle given by all the rotation angles being unity Table 2 : Chiral particle spectrum for brane stacks a and b with N a and N b branes respectively. (N a , N b ) denotes the bi-fundamental representation and S and A denote the symmetric and anti-symmetric representations respectively.
Actually it is possible that there are other cycles that are fixed loci of this involution but just are not generated by the methods we are considering. Indeed we generically expect many such fixed loci. Some other fixed loci can be generated. For example on the quintic the fixed loci also include fixed points of permutations of two pairs of coordinates. This gives 16 identifiable cycles wrapped by O6 planes. In the mirror IIB picture these would be a single O3 plane and 15 O7 planes.
It is possible to associate a different anti-holomorphic involution with the orientifold by also including a rotation. However this can always be turned to just complex conjugation by an appropriate coordinate change. The result of this coordinate change is to simply change the η 0 i in table 1. Therefore by allowing the η 0 i to vary we are allowing for the different orientifold cycles. Each choice of η 0 i corresponds to preserving a different N = 1 supersymmetry. Apart from modifying the tadpole equations the orientifolds imply that every brane has an orientifold image. We denote the orientifold brane image by a prime and, in our case where the orientifold involution is complex conjugation, it is simply obtained by complex conjugating the rotation angles that defined the original cycle
(4.2)
Chiral Spectrum
The massless chiral spectrum of particles that are end-points of strings stretching between two branes is given by the topological intersection number of the special Lagrangian submanifolds wrapped by the branes. We denote the intersection numbers as
The spectrum of fields and representations for strings stretching between stack a of N a branes and stack b of N b branes is given in table 4.3 [1, 9] . Here we use the conventions that the particles are left handed Weyl fermions. The intersection numbers are topological and count the net chirality. There are also vector pairs that arise at local pairs of oppositely oriented intersections. We usually suppress these in listing the chiral content of a model, it is expected that these fields become massive at the string scale since they are not protected by chirality.
Tadpoles and anomalies
There are strong consistency constraints coming from cancellation of Ramond-Ramond (RR) tadpoles. The condition for this is [1, 2, 9] a
We can also consider the weaker constraint, which is closely related to anomaly cancellation,
Recall the set {visible} denotes the cycles wrapped by the branes that contribute to the visible gauge group. This is weaker than the tadpole constraint since the cycles wrapped by branes need not form a complete homological basis. However as long as (4.6) is satisfied we can always add a hidden sector to satisfy (4.5) and this hidden sector will be truly hidden in that there will be no (chiral) massless states charged under the hidden and visible sector. The hidden sector couples gravitationally and through massive states to the visible sector and can serve as a source of supersymmetry breaking. 8 It is important to note that the hidden sector need not break supersymmetry at all.
The scenario described in the previous paragraph is particularly relevant for our examples. This is because in our examples the special Lagrangian submanifolds do not span the full homology of the manifold. The requirement to span the full homology is that the rank of the intersection matrix of the special Lagrangian submanifolds is equal to b 3 . As can be seen in table 1 this only occurs for the quintic. Since we are unable to span the full homology it is not possible to determine, solely using intersection numbers, if a sum of special Lagrangians is homologically trivial or not. The best we can do is make sure we satisfy the weaker constraint (4.6) which guarantees an anomaly free theory with a truly hidden sector.
This situation is analogous to local models of intersecting branes where a lack of knowledge of the bulk completion of the model implies that global tadpoles must be canceled by a hidden sector. In this way our models are similar in spirit to local models.
Massless U(1)s
Any U (1) gauge fields in the spectrum can become massive through the Green-Schwartz mechanism [1] . If the U (1) is anomalous (with respect to the open string spectrum), and the RR tadpoles are satisfied, this is guaranteed. If it is not anomalous it will stay massless if it is homologically trivial and so not coupled to the closed string RR fields. By this we mean that a U (1) defined as the linear combination
will remain massless if [9] a
Here we face the same problem as with the tadpoles; the constraint (4.8) is homological and we can not guarantee to satisfy it if we do not have a complete homological basis of cycles to work with.
We can bypass this problem, in a similar way to that used for the tadpoles, by introducing a hidden sector to make a chosen linear combination of the U (1)s massless. As long as this hidden sector does not intersect any other branes there will be no new chiral matter charged under the visible sector gauge fields. So the 'local'-type condition on massless hypercharge is 9) where the set {visible + exotic} needs to include all the branes in the construction.
It is possible to check that a U (1) is massive by finding a cycle b such that
For a U (1) to remain massless (4.10) must vanish for all b. Indeed by doing this for all the available cycles b we can generate useful constraints on the coefficients Q a . The number of massless U (1)s can not exceed the number of brane stacks minus the number of linearly independent constraints on the Q a generated this way.
5 Model building on CP [5, 2, 1, 1, 1] In this section we present two example models, one is a Pati-Salam model and the other MSSMlike. They are both configurations within the CY in the weighted projective space CP [5, 2, 1, 1, 1] with the coordinate choice η 0 i = +1. Recall this CY has 10 sets of 100 supersymmetric cycles and the coordinate choice picks out one set corresponding to that which includes the orientifold cycle Π 0 = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0} + . We label the cycles using the notation of appendix B in which a cycle is represented by a set of rotation angles (corresponding to an anti-holomorphic involution) which in turn are denoted by integers that are the corresponding power of the 10th root of unity.
The models require a hidden sector to solve the tadpole constraints and the MSSM-like model of section 5.2 requires a hidden sector to guarantee a massless hypercharge. In that sense they can be thought of as analogous to local models. We do not present any analysis of further important details such as Yukawa couplings and only present the massless gauge group and chiral spectrum.
The models were all found using a computer search. The models presented are certainly not unique and there are many others like them, but a quantitative analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. We looked for possible GUT models within the weighted projective spaces using a computer search but could not find any models models with three generations of the anti-symmetric representation of SU (5).
We also studied some CICY spaces, specifically P
. None of them provided a rich enough intersection matrix to produce any reasonable spectrum. 9
In appendix C we also construct a supersymmetric Pati-Salam-like model on CP 4
and a supersymmetric two-generation SU (5) GUT model on CP 4 [4,1,1,1,1] as simple examples of models on those manifolds.
Supersymmetric Pati-Salam model
The model is constructed from three stacks of branes {a, b, c} with N a = 4, N b = 2 and N c = 2. This gives rise to the Pati-Salam gauge group SU (4) × SU (2) L × SU (2) R . The three extra U (1)s will be shown to all gain Green-Schwarz masses. The cycles that the branes wrap are
The intersection matrix for these cycles is given in table 3. The intersection numbers give rise to the field spectrum given in table 4. We only display the chiral spectrum apart from the required vector pair of Higgses needed to break to the MSSM 10 . We also suppress hidden gauge group charges and the appropriate charges can be read from the intersection matrix 3. The spectrum is clean with only two charged chiral exotics denoted B 1 and C 1 . 11 It is simple to check that the 'local' tadpole conditions are satisfied and so a hidden sector added to cancel global tadpoles does not give rise to any new chiral matter charged under the visible gauge groups.
To show that all the U (1)s are massive we need to prove that there are no non-vanishing 9 There are a further 102 CICYs that have powers in their polynomial greater or equal to 3. A systematic study of their intersection matrix is beyond the scope of this paper. 10 The existence of the vector pair is calculated explicitly in appendix B as the example intersection. The model also contains six other vector-like pairs in different representations.
11 Recall that the anti-symmetric representation of SU (2) is a singlet. Q {a,b,c} such that
Field Multiplicity Representation
is homologically trivial. This can be shown by calculating intersections of Π U (1) with other cycles which must vanish if it is to be homologically trivial. Intersecting with the three cycles {0, 0, 0, 0, 0} + , {0, 0, 0, 0, 1} + , {0, 0, 0, 0, 2} + gives the constraints
respectively which imply Q a = Q b = Q c = 0 and so there are no massless U (1)s.
MSSM-like model
In this section we present an MSSM-like model. This is a 7 brane model. 5 branes are used to construct the MSSM with a 'locally' massless hypercharge as in (4.9), and 2 branes are added to satisfy the 'local' tadpoles (4.6) where the index b runs over the 5 visible sector branes. The point of adding the 2 'exotic' branes is that we can determine the exotic spectrum since any branes added to satisfy global tadpole cancellation will not give rise to matter charged under a visible gauge group. The number of branes wrapping the seven cycles are N a = 3, N b = 2, N c = 1, N d = 1, N e = 1, N f = 1, and N g = 1 such that the low energy gauge group is SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) H where the hypercharge U (1) H is massless in a 'local' sense as discussed below.
The cycles wrapped by the branes are There are 7 U (1)s in the model but they all gain a Green-Schwarz mass. This can be checked by calculating the intersection of Π U (1) , as in (5.2) 
satisfies a weaker version of (4.9) in that its intersection with the 5 visible branes vanish but its intersection with the 2 exotic ones does not. So that although it is not massless it is possible to add a brane wrapping −Π H so that a massless U (1) arises with the correct charges to be hypercharge. The extra states that arise from this are labeled F 1 and F 2 in table 4 and are due to non-vanishing intersections I f H = −I gH = 3. Their charge under hypercharge is non-vanishing but undetermined.
Discussion
In this paper we studied model building using intersecting D6-branes on smooth CYs. We developed the techniques for dealing with a large class of CYs and studied some explicit examples producing Pati-Salam and MSSM-like models. These are the first chiral supersymmetric models constructed in this way.
There are a number of possible avenues for future study. It would be interesting to study how the singularity blow-up procedure used in constructing CYs within weighted projective spaces affects the constructions on special Lagrangians. If it is still possible to calculate intersection numbers using similar techniques to those used in this paper it would be possible to study model building on some of the other CYs constructed in [6] . Some of these exhibit very large symmetry groups allowing for a large set of special Lagrangians which would improve the model building opportunities. Another way to enhance the class of available special Lagrangians is to study anti-holomorphic involutions associated with permutations. Table 6 : Chiral spectrum of MSSM-like model.
One of the motivations for this work has been to improve the interactions between moduli stabilisation and model building. In particular the models of [13] developed a scenario with a dynamically low supersymmetry breaking scale but relied on CY compactifications and not torus orbifolds. It would be interesting to study scenarios with consistent chiral models and moduli stabilisation taking into account constraints such as those outlined in [20] . Finally it would be interesting to study how the non-perturbative instanton calculations in IIA initiated in [21] could be implemented within this model building framework.
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A Surface intersection numbers
In this section we discuss intersections of special Lagrangians on loci of dimensions two (surfaces) and one (curves). The resulting intersection number is given by the self-intersection of the intersection locus. The self-intersection of a manifold can roughly be thought of as deforming the manifold along normal directions and counting its intersections with the undeformed version. The self-intersection number can be identified with the number of zeros that a section of the normal bundle must have. For special Lagrangian submanifolds the normal bundle is isomorphic to the tangent bundle 12 . For an intersection locus of special Lagrangian submanifolds the deformations must be normal to both the intersecting special Lagrangians and so the the common normal bundle is isomorphic to the tangent bundle of the intersection locus. Therefore the relevant intersection number is given by the number of zeros of sections of the intersection locus tangent bundle which is just its Euler character. For curve intersections this always vanishes and so we are only interested in surface intersections.
To calculate the intersection number we therefore need to determine the topology of the intersection locus. For example for the quintic the surface intersection of the two special Lagrangians Π 1 = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0} + and Π 2 = {0, 0, 0, 0, 1} + is given by
with ξ i ∈ RP 3 . This has the topology of RP 2 which can be seen by using the unique real solution for ξ 1 to map to an RP 2 spanned by {ξ 2 , ξ 3 , ξ 4 } [8] . Therefore this surface intersections give an intersection number of 1 which is the Euler character of RP 2 . The sign of the intersection is just given by the relative orientation of the two special Lagrangians.
For other intersections we need to do a case-by-case determination of the topology. However, whenever the defining polynomial has a co-ordinate appearing with an odd power we can always repeat the quintic analysis and map surface intersections to RP 2 which has self-intersection 1. Therefore the remaining cases are where all the powers in the polynomial are even. The analysis for these cases are essentially the same and so we discuss only CP 4 [2,1,1,1,1] . Our methodology is taken from [16] . Consider surface intersections. There are two possibilities given by the polynomials Consider case 1. The co-ordinates ξ are projective but we can fix the rescaling freedom by replacing them with real affine co-ordinates, ξ 2,3,4 ∈ R and imposing a homogeneity fixing constraint ξ This fixes the magnitude of the homogeneous rescaling parameter λ but still leaves a Z 2 redundancy associated with λ = −1. Therefore we need to mod out the topology by ξ i → −ξ i . We therefore have two spheres at ξ 5 = ±1. The positive and negative configurations are related by the Z 2 . Therefore the topology is given by S 2 which gives an intersection number of 2. For case 2 we can map this, by taking the third root and taking ξ 2,3,4,5 ∈ R with Cases 1 gives an S 2 which has self intersection 2. Case 2 gives S 1 ×S 1 which has self intersection 0. Case 3 gives S 2 which has self intersection 2. Case 4 gives an interval times a circle which has self intersection 0. Case 5 gives RP 2 ∪ RP 2 which has self-intersection 2.
B Example intersection calculation
In this section we present an example calculation of an intersection number between two special Lagrangians in the CY within CP 4 [5, 2, 1, 1, 1] given by the vanishing polynomial The two cycles we consider are
The integers give the rotations of the co-ordinates in terms of powers of the 10th root of unity. So that for example Π a is given by the fixed point locus of the anti-holomorphic involution
4 , z 5 → e as in the main text. We also use ξ i and x i as defined in the main text.
Patch 1
On this patch we have to count point solutions to
We have that x 2 ∈ R × 1, e 2πi 5
. There are two solutions at (x 1 , x 2 ) = (1, −1), (1, −e and so there is a single intersection. The sign of the intersection is negative since the cycles are of opposite orientation.
We now have to go through the rotations that are the orbifold symmetries of this patch. These are weighted rotations by fifth roots of unity that leave ω 1 = 1. So for homogeneous parameter rotation λ = α we get {0, 0, 3, 2, 5} − → {0, 4, 5, 4, 7} + .
(B.9)
Note that the orientation has changed sign because a transformation, λ = α n with n odd, means that the calibration angle has increased by 2π as in (2.29). The resulting configuration has no solutions and so does not contribute an intersection number. Similarly we rotate Note that we have to keep track of orientation changes due to rotation angles going past the primary branch so that for example in the last rotation there are two minus signs coming from 9 → 1 and 8 → 0, and one minus sign from the calibration angle transformation giving an overall relative minus sign. The last configuration has two point solutions giving an intersection number of −2. So at the end of going through patch 1 the intersection number is −3.
Patch 2
To study this patch we first rotate with λ = α 5 so that {0, 0, 3, 2, 5} − → {5, 0, 8, 7, 0} + . (B.11)
On this patch we have x 2 = 1 but also only count solutions with x 1 = 0 in order to not over count.
This configuration has two points that are solutions to the polynomial which are x 1 = x 3 = x 4 = 0 and x ′ 5 = ±1. However the two points are identified by taking λ = −1 and so the configuration contributes an overall intersection number of +1.
There is a Z 2 orbifold rotation on this patch given by λ = α 5 which gives {5, 0, 8, 7, 0} + → {0, 0, 3, 2, 5} − .
(B.12)
This has no solutions compatible with the constraint x 1 = 0 for patch 2 and so this configuration does not contribute any intersection numbers. Essentially we see that solutions here are just a repeat of the solutions found on patch 1.
So at the end of patch 2 the overall intersection number is −2. None of these contribute intersection numbers since the intersections do not satisfy the constraints x 1 = x 2 = 0.
So the total intersection number is −2.
C Some models on CP Here the integers stand for powers of the eighth root of unity. The intersection matrix for these cycles is given in table 9. The intersection numbers give rise to the field spectrum given in table 10. It is simple to check that the 'local' tadpole conditions are satisfied and so a hidden sector added to cancel global tadpoles does not give rise to any new chiral matter charged under the visible gauge group. The two U (1)s can be shown to gain a Green-Schwarz mass by intersecting the general U (1) combination with the two cycles {0, 0, 0, 0, 0} + , {0, 0, 0, 1, 7} − which imply Q a = Q b = 0.
